SpacStation
MINIMAL, YET PACKED WITH FUNCTIONALITY
MINIMALISM HAS NEVER BEEN SO USEFUL.

An extended desk organizer for laptop users with internal coiling pins conceals all the cords that usually sprawl over the desk. Hovering just 5mm above the desk, cords are free to enter or exit the hub at any point – on the side to connect a scanner, the front for an iPod, the back for a laptop or camera. An internal 4-PORT USB HUB will keep all peripherals connected. One USB plug exits the station right where needed to connect a laptop. Just tip the front of the SpaceStation up to access the hub and cords.

The RUBBER PAD is the place to rest a laptop, raising the back to create an ergonomic keyboard angle and allowing airflow underneath. It is also a surface for placing a phone, and daily accessories for easy access. A rear ACCESSORY RAIL acts as a great business card slot and sports a handy page holder to keep all the paper you want standing upright next to your laptop for easy reference. The EXTENDED DESIGN will bring the cords to their accessories on the left or right side of the laptop. The computer may be placed centered or offset leaving space for a full letter sized page and other accessories.

IN USE / UNDER /

SPECIFICATION

Package Content
One SpaceStation with 4-Port USB Hub
One 5 Volt Wall Adapter
One Page Holder
6 Units per Master Carton

SKUs
Black : SS-01-BL
White : SS-01-WH

UPC Codes
Black : 6 89076 97312 0
White : 6 89076 97332 8

COLORS / BLACK / WHITE
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